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Course Objective: 

● This paper helps students to understand texts as comprising both verbal and written utterances, 
including those encountered in our everyday existences.

● Gearing students up for research by underlining the importance of interpretation and critical rigour 
when reading a text.

● Help students to explore different forms of writing, business, academic and creative.
● Make students aware of literary devices, identify themes, arguments, slippages, strategies in 

texts and analyse them critically.
● Course Learning Outcomes:
● Develop critical rigour in students.
● Identify and learn different writing styles from critical to creative.
● Will aid students if they later take up content writing or journalism as professions.
● Learn summary writing, paraphrasing, interpreting and critically understanding unseen passages 

or poems or drama.
● To pay close attention to new articles, advertisements, literary texts, fiction-media to understand 

how cultural productions work within socio-economic intersections.
. 

Lesson Plan:

Unit 
No. Learning Objective Lecture 

No. Topics to be covered

1. Understanding Everyday 
Texts

1-2 Studying news reportage
3-4 Open letters
5-6 Learning to make notes from news articles
7-8 Analysing social reports



9-10 Class discussion on any advertisement of their choice 
to track depictions of class/ gender dichotomies

11 Writing letters
12 Note-making
13 Discussing common grammatical errors

14-15 Social media-boon or bane- class discussion

2. Unit-2
Understanding Drama

15 Study drama as a form of communication
16 Intricacies of dialogue

17 Theme and Characterisation

18-22 Discuss a theatre performance, one-act play
23-24 Dialogue writing within a given dramatic situation

25 Voice modulation, body movements as intrinsic parts of 
theatre but also daily communication. 

26 Using first person, second person, third person 
address

27 Studying actors’ performance

28-30 Discussion of sample question papers, written work in 
class.

3. Unit-3
Understanding Poetry

31-32 Understanding poetry as a mode of self-expression
33-34-

35
Reading specimen poems, and understanding poetic 
devices

36-37 Discussing and performing poetry
38-39 Understanding different forms of poetry
40-41 Class presentations
43-45 Sample question paper discussion

Evaluation Scheme:
No. Component Duration Marks

1.

Internal Assessment

25
● Quiz
● Class Test
● Attendance
● Assignment

2. End Semester Examination 3 hr 75

Details of the Course

Unit Contents
Contac

t 
Hours

I Understanding Everyday Texts 1/Wk

II Understanding Drama 1/Wk

III Understanding Poetry 1/Wk

IV



V

Total 3/Wk

Suggested Books:

Sl. No.
Name of Authors/Books/Publishers

Texts will be shared with the students through the CRs

Year of 
Publication/Repr

int

1.

Edwards, Adrian ‘Forced displacement worldwide at its highest in 
decades’

UNHCRorgUNHCR

2.

Jadhav, Radheshyam ‘Groom wanted: Trader peon…anyone but a 
farmer’ Times News

Network 1 Jan 2018

3.

Knapton, Sarah ‘Selfitis’ -- the obsessive need to post selfies-- is a 
genuine mental

disorder say psychologists’ The Telegraph
Dec, 2017

4. ‘13 letters every parent every child should read on Children’s Day’ 
The Indian Express Nov, 2014

5.

Lakshmi CS ‘Ambai’ ‘Crossing the River’ Staging Resistance: 
Plays by Women in

Translation edited by Tutun Mukherjee Oxford: Oxford University 
Press 

2005

Mode of Evaluation: Internal Assessment / End Semester Exam



Progress Report:
Unit 
No. Learning Objective Lecture 

No. Topics to be covered

1. Understanding Everyday 
Texts

Studying news reportage
Open letters
Learning to make notes from news articles
Analysing social reports
Class discussion on any advertisement of their choice 
to track depictions of class/ gender dichotomies
Writing letters
Note-making
Discussing common grammatical errors
Social media-boon or bane- class discussion

2. Unit-2
Understanding Drama

Study drama as a form of communication
Intricacies of dialogue
Theme and Characterisation

Discuss a theatre performance, one-act play
Dialogue writing within a given dramatic situation
Voice modulation, body movements as intrinsic parts of 
theatre but also daily communication. 
Using first person, second person, third person 
address
Studying actors’ performance
Discussion of sample question papers, written work in 
class.

3. Unit-3
Understanding Poetry

Reading specimen poems, and understanding poetic 
devices
Discussing and performing poetry
Understanding different forms of poetry
Class presentations
Sample question paper discussion


